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A synopsis of Bora tone

David Weber and Wesley Thiesen

The tonal system of Bora, a Witotoan language of Colombia and Peru, has high and low tones. Most tonal phenomena refer to low—not high—tone. For example, virtually all lexically marked tones are low. Further, many suffixes assign low tones to preceding syllables, but never creating a sequence of adjacent low tones. This is modeled with the cyclical addition of suffixes where adjacent low tones are avoided by either blocking the placement of the suffix’s low tone or by delinking a previously assigned low tone. Finally, low tone plays a role in various syntactic constructions.

1 Introduction

Tone plays a major role in the Bora language. Each syllable bears either high or low tone. Both roots and affixes may bear lexical tones. The tones of a suffix are often realized on its host, usually on its penultimate or final syllable. A tone (or tone pattern) may be a morpheme, derivational or inflectional. And tone figures significantly in marking various grammatical structures.

One indication of the significant role of tone in Bora is this: By beating the tones on large hollow-log drums, messages can be communicated (up to twenty kilometers away!).

Our intention in this paper is to acquaint the reader with the major features of Bora’s tone system. The descriptive framework is broadly generative, employing cyclic derivations that tightly integrate tonal phonology with morphology. We believe the analysis implicit in this description is essentially correct but we do not understand some phenomena, nor have we sought to frame a solution within a more modern framework such as optimality theory.

This paper is organized as follows. The segments are introduced in this section. Section 2 discusses the tonal elements, their distribution, and some allophonic processes affecting tone. Section 3 discusses the role of tone in word formation: default tone (3.1), lexically marked tone (3.2), the cyclic addition of suffixes (3.3), blocking and delinking (3.4), nonfinite verbs (3.5), imperatives (3.6), subordinate verbs (3.7), and negatives (3.8). Section 4 discusses tone in relation to syntactic boundaries: proclitics (4.1), genitives (4.2), and classifiers (4.3). Section 5 presents areas that need further study. Abbreviations and conventions are listed in appendix A.
The Bora vowels are given in Table 1 and the consonants in Table 2. The symbols in parentheses are those used in the practical orthography.

### Table 1: Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>central</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i (i)</td>
<td>i (i)</td>
<td>u (u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e (ε)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a (a)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tense</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/a/ or /o/ is the only rounded vowel, and is only slightly rounded. See Parker [3] for phonetic details.

There are also long vowels. These are represented in the practical orthography by doubling the vowel.

### Table 2: Consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>coronal</th>
<th>dorsal</th>
<th>laryngeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>obstruent</td>
<td>p (b)</td>
<td>t (d)</td>
<td>k (g)</td>
<td>ḭ (h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenis</td>
<td>pʰ (p)</td>
<td>tʰ (t)</td>
<td>kʰ (k or c)</td>
<td>? (hy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foris</td>
<td>pʰ (by)</td>
<td>tʰ (ty)</td>
<td>kʰ (gy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenis palat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kʰ (ky)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foris palat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kp ~ kʷ (w)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labio-velar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricative</td>
<td>j (v)</td>
<td>j (vy)</td>
<td>x ~ h (j)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>h¹ (jy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palat</td>
<td>m (m)</td>
<td>n (n)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palat</td>
<td>r (r)</td>
<td>y (y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Thiesen and Weber [8] for discussions of allophony, palatalization, syllable weight, etc.

## 2 Tonal elements, distribution, allophony

Bora has two contrastive level tones; no contour tones. The system works almost entirely in terms of low tones. That is, many generalizations can be simply stated in terms of low tones in a way that is not possible in terms of high tone. Also, virtually all lexically marked tones are low.

Every syllable carries either a high or low tone. Any number of high tones may occur one after another:

(1) Díbyeke ő áljyúmtúronáa ő waajácú múha teene méénune.  
    tšːpʰ.kʰë ő á₃.tʰú.má.tʰú.ró.ná.₃ ő kpː.há.kʰú.má.₃a tʰːn méth.má.n₃.né  
    him I not.see I know who that do

‘Although I did not see him, I know who did it.’

A sequence of high tones rises slightly, i.e., the pitch of each syllable is slightly higher than that of the preceding syllable.
A sequence of two low tones may occur ONLY at the end of a tonal word or phrase. We call this the *LLX constraint. It has a pervasive influence on the tone system. It applies both within a word and across word boundaries within a tonal phrase (a crucial point for our analysis of the genitive construction outlined in section 4.2).

The tone system is blind to vowel length: WHERE tones dock depends on syllables, with no regard for whether these have short or long vowels.

However, an allophonic processes relates tone and length. At the end of a tonal phrase, a low tone syllable with a long vowel (Figure 1 a) splits into two syllables with low-high tones (Figure 1 b):

Figure 1: The relationship of tone and syllabification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a. L</th>
<th>b. L H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/S</td>
<td>/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/m m</td>
<td>/m m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C V</td>
<td>C V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This applies in the penultimate and final syllables:

Penultimate Low Tone Split (PLTS): \( \sigma^L \rightarrow \sigma^L \rightarrow \sigma^H /#(\ldots \sigma^T \ldots) \_\sigma^H'' \)

Final Low Tone Split (FLTS): \( \sigma^L \rightarrow \sigma^L \rightarrow \sigma^H /#(\ldots \sigma^T \ldots) \_\sigma^H'' \)

The tone represented by T in these rules must not be low; otherwise the rules would produce violations of the *LLX constraint.

PLTS is illustrated in 2, both words of which are assumed to occur at the end of a tonal phrase:

(2) a. t\`a/dr.p\`o CV.CV (t\`a\`abo) /t\`a/dr.p\`o/ 'medicine'
   b. t\`a:dr.p\`o CV:CV.CV (t\`a\`abo\`e) /t\`a:dr.p\`o/ 'He medicates.'

The final syllable of t\`a:po 'medicate' in 2b receives both length and low tone from –\`o\`e⟨SgM⟩ and consequently undergoes PLTS.

Consider example 3 in which the quote is set by /n\`i--:pe/ 'he said’. In 3a /n\`i--:pe/ is followed by a direct quote, thus ending a tonal phrase. It therefore meets the conditions for PLTS. By contrast, 3b /n\`i--:pe/ is followed by an indirect quote; in this case it does not end a tonal phrase so does not undergo PLTS.

(3) a. Oke ne\`e, "P\`ejcore . . . . .".
   b. Oke ne\`ebe p\`ejcore . . . .
   a. \`o/k\`e\`o n\`e\`e\`e:p\`e /h\`e:e\`e:k\`e\`e/ 'He said to me, “Tomorrow…”'
   b. \`o/k\`e\`o n\`e\`e:p\`e /h\`e:e\`e:k\`e\`e/ 'He told me that tomorrow…’

We now illustrate FLTS. For some morphemes it is not obvious that the final vowel to which FLTS applies is long. For example the first person pronoun o ‘I’ does not have a long vowel but when spoken in isolation is pronounced \`o\`o. In this case we assume it is lengthened to meet a minimality constraint, thereby meeting the conditions for FLTS.

In example 4, FLTS does not apply in 4a because “house” is not at the end of tonal phrase: FLTS does apply in 4b, where it ends the tonal phrase, assuming that its final vowel is lengthened (by a process we will not discuss here).\(^9\)

\(^6\)When two low tones occur at the end of a word, the second has a slightly lower pitch than the first.

\(^7\)These are pronounced as two phonetic syllables, not as a glide.

\(^8\)We are using # to indicate word boundaries and ## to indicate phrase boundaries.

\(^9\)Also note also the contrast between m\`e:nu\`e\`e (non-final) in 4a and m\`e:nu\`e\`e\`e (final) in 4b, these differing by the application of PLTS.
3 Tone in word formation

3.1 Default tone

Tones may default to low at the end of a phrase, but the general default tone is high.

**Final default low tone** (FDLT): By default the final syllable of a tonal phrase bears low tone. Nouns ordinarily end in two low tones phrase-finally, as illustrated in 5:

\[
\begin{align*}
{\text{kp`a x p`h`ı n`ı}} & : \text{B}\ `\text{W}\ kp`a, ts`h`ı (Majch`om'e lllhyomútsi.) 'Mother and father eat.' \\
{\text{nú:thk`a x Wajpi úmváhí.}} & : \text{L L FDLT} \\
{\text{ni:vuwa x Nívwuva úmváhí.}} & : \text{L L FDLT} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Note: “phrase final” in 5 is the end of the subject noun phrase, not the end of the entire sentence.

Verbs ordinarily end in a single low tone phrase-finally. For example, in 6a the verb has a subject marking classifier followed immediately by an appositive subject noun phrase. Thus the verb is not phrase final so does not undergo FDLT, and thus bears a high tone. By contrast, in 6b it is phrase final and undergoes FDLT, thus bearing a low tone:

\[
\begin{align*}
{\text{ma`x t`h`ı-m`x}} & : \text{AnPl} \ \text{mother-DuM} \\
{\text{ma`x t`h`ı-m`x}} & : \text{AnPl} \\
\end{align*}
\]

An outstanding challenge is to precisely characterize “phrase final.” This will have to take into account that what is “final” for FDLT may not be “final” for PLTS and FLTS.

**Default high tone** (DHT): The overall default tone is high. In tone derivations we capture this by positing a late rule (applying after FDLT) that places high tone on any syllable that is not marked for tone.

DHT and FDLT are illustrated in the derivations of Figure 2.\(^{10}\)

Figure 2: Derivation: `u:m`ıt, ní:vuwa, b:áma:rà

Consider the derivation of the sentence in Figure 3, in which DHT imposes four high tones. The final vowel of the first word does not undergo FDLT because it is not phrase final.\(^{11}\) (In derivations underscores tie a tone to the suffix that imposes it. The cyclic addition of suffixes is discussed in section 3.3; “blocked” is discussed in section 3.4, and “subordinate” in section 3.7.)

\(^{10}\)In derivations, the bars indicate the association of a tone with a vowel. The colons are simply to guide the eye to the corresponding vowel in the complete word at the bottom of the derivation. To the right of each morpheme is its gloss. To the right of tones is the reason for that tone.

\(^{11}\)Compare this with example 5, where the subjects are treated as final and therefore undergo FDLT.
3.2 Lexically marked tone

Morphemes may have lexically marked tones on any but the final syllable. All lexically marked tones are low with the exception of certain nouns and pronouns having lexically marked high tones. For example, lexically marked lows occur on the second syllable of the verb \(\text{ŋ}e\text{t}\) to stop doing, the first syllable of the noun \(\text{ŋ}e\text{t}\) male adolescent, and the first syllable of the suffix \(-\text{kp}u\) diminutive.

Consider the derivations in Figure 4:

The first derivation above has no lexically marked tone whereas the second and third do. In the second derivation the root’s lexically marked low blocks the docking of the suffix’s 12. In the third, there is a syllable between the lexically marked low of the root and of the suffix so there is no conflict.

Many suffixes have a low tone to be docked on their hosts’ final or penultimate syllable. For example, in Figure 3 \(-\text{kp}u\) go to do imposes a low on the host’s final syllable, while \(-\text{kp}u\) imposes a low on the host’s penult.

A few suffixes impose a tone on the host’s initial syllable. For example, \(#\text{ŋ}a\) have imposes a low tone on the root’s initial syllable, as illustrated in 7 with \(\text{ŋm:nj}\) pig and \(\text{ŋk}a\) tapir: 7) a. \(\text{ŋm:nj}\) I have a pig.

\(\text{ŋm:nj}\) I pig-have-(t)

b. \(\text{ŋk}a\) I tapir-have-(t)

The final syllable is not an available site for a lexically marked tone probably because its identity would be almost totally masked by the docking of tones associated with suffixes.

Some of these are: \(\text{ŋ}k\) that, \(\text{ŋ}u\) this (SGM), \(\text{ŋ}a\) father, \(\text{m}a\) porpoise, \(\text{ŋ}a\) town, \(\text{m}a\) tobacco paste, \(\text{ŋ}b\) flashlight. We understand very little about the tonal behaviors of such nouns.

---

12 The final syllable is not an available site for a lexically marked tone probably because its identity would be almost totally masked by the docking of tones associated with suffixes.

13 Some of these are: \(\text{ŋ}k\) that, \(\text{ŋ}u\) this (SGM), \(\text{ŋ}a\) father, \(\text{m}a\) porpoise, \(\text{ŋ}a\) town, \(\text{m}a\) tobacco paste, \(\text{ŋ}b\) flashlight. We understand very little about the tonal behaviors of such nouns.
And a few suffixes affect both the host’s initial and final tones; for example, see /hiːla/ ‘deny’ in Figure 7 below.

### 3.3 The cyclic addition of suffixes

A suffix may bear one or more floating tones to be docked on its host, generally on its penultimate or final syllable. Suffixes are attached cyclically ([[root -suffix] -suffix] -suffix)...), each suffix docking its (floating) tones when it attaches. If a suffix’s tones are not associated on the cycle in which it is attached, they are never associated.

The cyclic nature of suffixation is illustrated in the tone derivations in Figure 5 and 6:

**Figure 5:** Derivation: ʻumēhu-ne-hāne ʻmany diverse trees’ nīːvūwa-ūvumā ‘with a dead deer’

**Figure 6:** Derivation: māxshō-βā–ptē māxshō-βē–mē–βāx

The derivation in Figure 7 provides rather compelling evidence for cyclical tone attachment. (BLOCKING and DELINKING are discussed below in section 3.4.)
Figure 7: Derivation: á?:í?é:á–pè–hí:lá

/a?:í?é/ ‘visit’ has a lexically marked low tone on its initial syllable. When –í?á ‘come to do’ is suffixed, its í is blocked by the root’s lexical low tone. However, this lexical low tone is subsequently delinked by #...–í?á ‘deny’ and ends up high. To elaborate: the lexically marked low tone must be present at one stage to block the docking of another low, but it is subsequently deleted and the syllable surfaces as high.

For more evidence for the cyclic nature of tone see examples 49 and 55 below.

3.4 Blocking and delinking

As suffixes are cyclically added their tones may come into conflict with the host’s tones; that is, to dock their tone would create a sequence of nonfinal low tones violating the *LLX constraint. Each case is resolved in one of two ways:

Blocking: The most common way is simply to not dock the suffix’s tone. (This is phonological: it is blind to morpheme identity.)

Delinking: Some suffixes have the power to delink the host’s offending tone. (This is morphophonemic: only certain morphemes can delink a host’s conflicting tone, in some cases doing so only to certain other morphemes.)

Blocking is illustrated in Figure 8, after which we describe the tonal effects of successively adding suffixes:

Figure 8: Derivation: í?:íë:b–í?d–í?r–:pè

/*í?yè/ ‘finish’ has a lexically marked low tone on its initial syllable. When –í?á ‘come to do’ is suffixed, its í is blocked by the root’s lexical low tone. However, this lexical low tone is subsequently delinked by #...–í?á ‘deny’ and ends up high. To elaborate: the lexically marked low tone must be present at one stage to block the docking of another low, but it is subsequently deleted and the syllable surfaces as high.

For more evidence for the cyclic nature of tone see examples 49 and 55 below.

3.4 Blocking and delinking

As suffixes are cyclically added their tones may come into conflict with the host’s tones; that is, to dock their tone would create a sequence of nonfinal low tones violating the *LLX constraint. Each case is resolved in one of two ways:

Blocking: The most common way is simply to not dock the suffix’s tone. (This is phonological: it is blind to morpheme identity.)

Delinking: Some suffixes have the power to delink the host’s offending tone. (This is morphophonemic: only certain morphemes can delink a host’s conflicting tone, in some cases doing so only to certain other morphemes.)

Blocking is illustrated in Figure 8, after which we describe the tonal effects of successively adding suffixes:
1. The ֓ of –֖ts ’causeative’ is blocked by the root’s lexically marked low; it does not dock.

2. The ֓ of –֖t ’go to do’ docks on the host’s final syllable. The ֓ of –֖ts, because it did not dock (as just stated), does not block the ֓ of –֖t.

3. The ֓ of –֖ro ’contra-expectation’ is blocked by the ֓ of –֖t, so does not dock.

4. The ֓ of –֖p ’contra-expectation’ docks. The ֓ of –֖ts because it did not dock (as just stated), does not block the ֓ of –֖p.

We now illustrate delinking. The person markers delink conflicting tones. For example, in Figure 9 the ֓ of –֖p⟩ ⟨SgM⟩ docked. The ֓ of –֖t does not block it because it did not dock.

Figure 9: Derivation: me:ni-֖pE-֖vye

Figure 10 illustrates –֖ti (֖dl) ’animate’ and –֖ma (֖ma) ’with’ delinking conflicting tones. Note that –֖p ’diminutive’ is bisyllabic.

Figure 10: Derivation: ni:vuwa-֖kpa-֖wá-֖ti, úmé-֖kpa-֖pí-֖lé-֖má

Figure 11 shows that ֓: ‘future’ can delink the ֓ of –֖t ’go to do’:

14–֖p ⟨SgM⟩, –֖ts ⟨SgF⟩, –֖muR ⟨DuM⟩, –֖muR i ⟨DuF⟩ and –֖mc ⟨AnPl⟩
15These are adjacent despite the intervening mora (length). As previously stated, tone rules are blind to syllable quantity.
16Other suffixes that behave this way are: –֖k ’objAn’, –֖k i ’purpose’, –֖t ’go to do’ and –֖tur ’like’
3.5 Nonfinite verbs

Verb stems are made nonfinite (infinitivalized, nominalized) by imposing a low tone (represented below with \(N\)) regressive to the antepenult, that is, on the earliest possible syllable of the stem’s last three. 17 This tone delinks any other conflicting tones.

\[
\sigma (\sigma (\sigma)) \quad \text{finite verb} \quad # \\
\sigma (\sigma (\sigma)) \quad \text{nonfinite verb} \quad #
\]

17It is as though the \(N\) were tethered to the end of the stem with an elastic that allowed it to stretch back up to three syllables, but no farther.
Examples follow (using simply L for N):

Figure 13: Derivation: $t^h_{u_k^h_b^h}t^h_{u_k^h_b^h}$–$\text{th}o$–$\text{t}h^\text{\`o}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tukevetso</th>
<th>guide</th>
<th>tukevetso</th>
<th>guide</th>
<th>tukevetso</th>
<th>guide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>nonfinite</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>nonfinite</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>nonfinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>ha:mi</td>
<td>&lt;leaf&gt;</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>FDLT</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tukevetso</td>
<td>guide</td>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
<td>:</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘guiding’</td>
<td>‘guidebook’</td>
<td>‘guide’</td>
<td>(SgM)</td>
<td>‘plts’</td>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in 8 the nonfinite low tone blocks the docking of the $i$ of $-\text{i}:\text{pr}$ (SgM):

(8) $t^h_a^N:p^\text{\`o}:-\text{pr}$ ($\text{taabo\`o}$) ‘the doctor’

### 3.6 Imperatives

The subject of an imperative (i.e., the addressee) is indicated by a prefixed (procliticized) pronoun as follows:

**singular subject:**

If the verb is monosyllabic, prefix ti– ‘you’.

(9) $t^i$–t$\j^\text{\`o}$–: ($\text{ti}$–D$\text{\`o}$) ‘Eat (meat)!’

you-eat-emph

If the verb stem is polysyllabic and begins with a vowel, prefix t– ‘you’:

(10) $t^h$–t$^h_{\text{\`o}}$–: ($\text{ti}$–D$\text{\`o}$) ‘Go eat (meat, singular emphatic)!’

you-eat-go.do-emph

If the verb stem is polysyllabic and begins with a consonant, leave the subject implicit (adding no prefix):

(11) _m$^a^N$ts$^h$–h$\text{\`o}$ ($\text{M$^a$$^N$cho}$) ‘Eat!’ (singular)

eat

**plural subject:** In all cases, prefix m$^e$: ‘SAP’ (speech act participant):

(12) m$^e$:t$^h$–t$^h_{\text{\`o}}$– ($\text{ti}$–D$\text{\`o}$) ‘Go eat (pl., meat)!’

SAP eat-go.do

Imperative verbs bear an imperative low tone (represented below with I) docked according to the following rule:

Let n be the number of syllables of the pronoun+verb stem. I docks regressive to the antepenult ($\ldots \text{\`o}(\sigma(\sigma))\ldots$) but never more than $n – 1$ syllables from the end of the stem.

What might explain this pattern? We suggest that it follows from assuming that imperatives basically consist of a monosyllabic pronoun prefixed (procliticized) to a nonfinite verb: $[\sigma]_{\text{pronoun}+[\ldots \text{\`o}(\sigma(\sigma))]}_{\text{nonfinite verb}}$. The following is given for comparison:

---

18 These are the same morphemes as the corresponding possessors in the genitive construction.
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Treating imperatives as pronoun+nonfinite verb stem works nicely when the pronoun is present, as is the case for all plural imperatives, as well as for the singular imperatives of monosyllabic verbs. We assume that these cases are what give rise to the imperative tone pattern.

However, the singular imperatives of polysyllabic verbs do not have an additional syllable corresponding to the pronoun. Nonetheless, they are treated as though this were the case. Consequently the imperative tone docks one short of where the nonfinite tone would dock; for example, in 11 I docks on the final syllable of ma*ts'h'o 'eat'. In sum, the imperative tone pattern applies to the singular imperatives of polysyllabic verbs as though they were a pronoun and a verb stem having one less syllable than it actually has.

We now illustrate the various cases:

1. There are no monosyllabic imperatives.

2. If the combination of the proclitic and verb stem have two or three syllables, then the second syllable of the combination bears a low tone. (Of course, syllables are counted before the application of PLTS or FLTS.)

   Bisyllabic:
   (13) tî-pʰhɛːː (Dîpyéé.) ‘Go!’
       youImp-go-emph

   Trisyllabic:
   (14) tá-níukhù (Dâáâbcu!) ‘Endure!’
       youImp-endure
   (15) mè mâ*ts'h'o (Mémaʃjcho!) ‘Eat (AnPl)!’
       SAP eat

   Example 16 is trisyllabic but ends up with four syllables due to the application of PLTS:
   (16) ta-khù-sì (Dâcuúvel) ‘Sit down!’
       youImp-sit-sIn

3. If the combination of the proclitic and verb stem have more than three syllables, then the stem bears low tone on the antepenult. This tone delinks any conflicting lexically marked tones. Examples follow.

   (imipa*ts'h'o ‘fix’ has no lexically marked tones, âpakhùnù ‘yawn’ has lexically marked lows on its first and third syllables, and khâalùh'alakh'o ‘push’ has a lexically marked low on its third syllable.)
   (17) a. t-imipâ*ts'h'o (Dimimbajcho!) ‘Fix it! (sg.)’
       b. tâ-âpakhùnù (Dâwacûnûl) ‘Yawn! (sg.)’
       c. khâalùh'alakh'o (Câvùhijyáco!) ‘Push! (sg.)’
   (18) mè imipâ*ts'h'o (Méimimbajcho!) ‘Fix it (plural)!’

When the root is followed by derivational suffixes, the antepenult is determined from the end of the stem, as illustrated in the following:

   (19) a. t-ômâk  (Dômajco!) ‘Touch!’ (sg.)
       youlmp-touch-imple
   b. mà*ts'h'o-tlɛ (Mâjchotel) ‘Go to eat! (sg.) eat-go.do
3.7 Subordinate verbs

Subordinate verbs, the main verbs of complements, relative clauses, or adverbial clauses, always bear a high tone on their initial syllable. We believe subordinate verbs are derived by a productive lexical rule:

$$\#\sigma \ (X) \ \overset{\text{main verb}}{\rightarrow} \ \overset{\text{subordinate verb}}{\#\sigma \ (X)}$$

We now illustrate subordinate clauses, representing the high tone on the subordinate verb with S. Example 24 contrasts a complement (to a sensory verb) with a nonfinite verb: 24a has a subordinate clause (headed by a verb with an initial high tone, represented by S); 24b has a nonfinite verb (with a low antepenult tone, represented by N). The meanings differ in the expected way.

$$\begin{align*}
(24) \text{a. t–ıḿa} & \overset{\text{Dimibájcho!}}{\overset{\text{Fix it! (sg.)}}{\rightarrow}} \\
(24) \text{b. t–ıḿa} & \overset{\text{Dimibajchótsol}}{\overset{\text{Cause it to be fixed!}}{\rightarrow}} \\
(24) \text{c. t–ıḿa} & \overset{\text{Dimibájchotsótel!}}{\overset{\text{Go cause it to be fixed!}}{\rightarrow}}
\end{align*}$$

The first low tone in 21 is lexically marked on the verb ákipkíuí while the second is the imperative low tone:

$$\begin{align*}
(21) \text{mé ákipkíuí–t̪h} & \overset{\text{(Méawákunúte!)}{\text{Go yawn! (pl.)}}} {\rightarrow} \\
\end{align*}$$

An imperative can be made more emphatic by the addition of –ı́; thus satisfying the conditions for FLTS; compare the normal and emphatic imperatives in the following:

$$\begin{align*}
(22) \text{a. mäsí́} & \overset{\text{(Májcho)}{\text{‘Eat!’ (sg., nonemphatic)}}} {\rightarrow} \\
(22) \text{b. mäsí́} & \overset{\text{(Májchoó)}{\text{‘Eat!’ (sg., emphatic)}}} {\rightarrow}
\end{align*}$$

We further believe that subordinate verbs head subordinate clauses, and that subordinate clauses are subcategorized for, either by a governing verb or by suffixes like –ká ‘counter factual conditional’, –kó́a ‘when’, –t̪á́bší:`(búú) ‘if (conditional)’, –bùn’w when (at that time)’, –ı́kbi ‘purpose’, –naakó́a ‘while’, and –ne (event) or (ı́). We might also include –ı́ı́́’tu ‘similarity’ but it may occur with nonfinite verbs(?).

We reject the idea that the high initial tone of a subordinate clause is a floating tone associated with a subordinating suffix.

---

19We further believe that subordinate verbs head subordinate clauses, and that subordinate clauses are subcategorized for, either by a governing verb or by suffixes like –ká ‘counter factual conditional’, –kó́a ‘when’, –t̪á́bší:`(búú) ‘if (conditional)’, –bùn’w when (at that time)’, –ı́kbi ‘purpose’, –naakó́a ‘while’, and –ne (event) or (ı́). We might also include –ı́ı́́’tu ‘similarity’ but it may occur with nonfinite verbs(?).
3.8 Negatives

A negative clause is formed by the phrase `not' followed by a subordinate clause, the verb of which ends with the classifier `-n':

(27) \( \text{ts}^{h} \text{h} \text{a} \text{p} \text{a} \text{t} \text{ı}– \text{p} \text{ı} \text{E} \text{m} \text{x} \text{ts} \text{j} \text{h} \text{ı}– \text{t} \text{h} \text{W} \text{–n} \text{E} \) (\(\text{Tsá diyeh} \text{májchotú(ne)}.\)) 'He has not eaten.'

(28) \( \text{ts}^{h} \text{h} \text{a} \text{o} \text{s} \text{a} \text{P} \text{ı} \text{B} \text{ı} \text{E} \text{t} \text{h} \text{W} \text{–n} \text{E} \) (\(\text{Tsá o ááhívetú}.\)) 'I did not go home.'

Three features suggest that the "core" clause is subordinate, that it is structurally a complement to a higher predicate `not':

1. The high tone on the verb’s first syllable can be identified with the high tone marking subordinate verbs.
2. The proclitic subject pronoun (as in 28) bears low tone. This is characteristic of subordinate clauses; see section 4.1.
3. –nE (n) following the verb can be identified with –nE (ø), which is used in forming subordinate clauses. This classifier provides a nominal head which the subordinate clause structurally modifies (somewhat like the claim in . . . deny [NP the claim [subordinate clause that I went home]]).

The structure of 28 is roughly as given in 29:

(29) \[ V \text{ts}^{h} \text{h} \text{a} \text{P} \text{ı} \text{B} \text{ı} \text{E} \text{t} \text{h} \text{W} \text{–n} \text{E} \] [NP [s ö áájët–t’húu ] nÉ] ]

4 Tone and syntactic boundaries

Tone may apply across syntactic boundaries, and there may be a floating tone at a syntactic boundary.

4.1 The tones of proclitics

When the pronouns o ‘I’, u ‘you’, i ‘self’, and me ‘SAP’ occur before a verb, they cliticize to it. By virtue of forming phonological phrases with their host, they must bear tones that—when taken together with their host—do not violate the *LLX constraint. They are assigned tone by the following rule:

**subordinate:** If the verb is subordinate, the pronoun bears low tone. (Recall that the initial syllable of the verb of a subordinate clause bears high tone.)

(30) \( \text{m} \text{t} \text{k} \text{h} \text{a} ? \text{k} \text{h} \text{u} \text{t} \text{a} \text{ts} \text{h} \text{ı}– \text{n} \text{E} \) (\(\text{mekáhújtsóne}.\)) 'after you have believed’

\(\text{SAP believe–(event)}\)

A clause negated by the phrase `no' behaves as though subordinate:

(31) \( \text{ts}^{h} \text{h} \text{a} \text{o} \text{m} \text{a} \text{x} \text{ts} \text{h} \text{ı}– \text{l} \text{ë}– \text{t} \text{h} \text{úu}– \text{n} \text{E} \) (\(\text{Tsá o májchotítu(ne)}.\)) 'I did not go to eat.’

\( \text{no} \text{I eat-go.do-neg–(n)}\)

**main:** If the verb is not subordinate, then there are two cases:

**monosyllabic stem:** If the verb stem is monosyllabic, the pronoun bears low tone, presumably because –L⃝L⃝P𝑖 (t) and –L⃝L⃝h₁|h₀ ‘now’ dock 1 on the proclitic.

\(\text{We limit our discussion here to cases with preverbal subjects.}\)
(32) a. \( {\text{O dôôhi}} \) (O dôôhi.) ‘I eat meat.’
\[ \text{I eat-} \]
b. \( {\text{O pêjucôóhi}} \) (O pêjucôóhi.) ‘I go now.’
\[ \text{I go-now-} \]

Compare 33a and 33b.

In 33a the \( \text{L} \) of \( \text{P} \) reaches the proclitic, whereas in 33b the future adds a syllable-projecting mora, so the \( \text{L} \) docks on the root and the proclitic bears high tone:

\begin{align*}
(33) \quad a. \ & \text{O neéhi} : \quad \text{I say.} \\
& \text{I go:-} \\
\quad b. \ & \text{O neéhi} : \quad \text{I will say.} \\
& \text{I go-fut:-}
\end{align*}

There are exceptional cases that we do not understand. For example in 32b we saw that \( \text{Wôk} \) ‘now’ docks \( \text{L} \) on the proclitic, but this is not the case when the future tense directly follows the root:

\begin{align*}
(34) \quad & \text{O pêjucôóhi.} \\
& \text{I go-now-fut-} \\
\end{align*}

polysyllabic stem: If the verb stem is polysyllabic the pronoun bears high tone, presumably as the result of \text{DHT}.

\begin{align*}
(35) \quad & \text{O mâjchot} \text{-t} \text{h} \text{-e} \text{-t} \text{h} \text{-e} \text{-} \text{h} \\
& \quad \text{I eat-go.do-} \\
\end{align*}

4.2 Genitive

The genitive construction is formed by juxtaposing the possessor (modifier) and the head

\[ [\text{NP possessor} \ \text{Nhead}] \]

The possessor and head form a single tonal phrase within which the *LLX constraint must be respected. A floating low tone, the GENITIVE TONE, occurs at the juncture between the possessor and head:

\[ [\text{tonal phrase} \ \text{NP possessor} \ \text{G} \ \text{Nhead}] \]

When the head is mono- or bisyllabic, the genitive tone docks on the possessor’s final syllable. When the head has more than two syllables, the genitive tone docks on the head’s initial syllable.

The possibilities are charted in Table 3. (The numbers in brackets refer to examples below. The genitive low tone is indicated by a G over the vowel.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODIFIER (POSSESSOR)</th>
<th>MODIFIER (POSSESSOR)</th>
<th>MODIFIER (POSSESSOR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( #\sigma )</td>
<td>( #\sigma )</td>
<td>( #\sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma # )</td>
<td>( \sigma # )</td>
<td>( \sigma #(…) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma \sigma # )</td>
<td>( \sigma \sigma # )</td>
<td>( \sigma \sigma #(…) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma \sigma \sigma )</td>
<td>( \sigma \sigma \sigma )</td>
<td>( \sigma \sigma \sigma )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(36) \( \text{tahjya} \) ‘my house’

my house

(37) \( \text{dibye ja} \) ‘his house’

that-(SgM) house
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(38) a. mënî-mú hà (méénímu ja) ‘pigs’ house’
   pig-pl house
b. kpà?áro hà (waháro ja) ‘mother’s house’
   mother

(39) a. tì Gà mà xtsjhò (tamajcho) ‘my food’
   my food
b. tì Gà mënî (taménnî) ‘my pig’
   my pig
c. tì mì-nè (ihmíne) ‘his canoe’
   self transport-(ø)

(40) a. tì-pj Gà mà xtsjhò (tamajcho) ‘his food’
   that-(SgM) food
b. tì-pj Gà-È Ejhà (tamajcho) ‘his (house, clothes, etc.)’
   that-(SgM) thm-(shelter)

(41) mëni-mú hà (méénímu ja) ‘pigs’ food’
   pig-pl food

(42) a. tì Gà mënî-hà (tameenimu) ‘my pigs’
   my pigs-plAn
b. tì Gà-ojì-pbì (táohípye) ‘my dog’
   my dog-(SgM)

(43) tì-pbì nìjìtkà (díbyé niívúwa) ‘his deer’
   that-(SgM) deer

(44) a. kpà?áro ìjì-pbì (waháro oohíbye) ‘mother’s dog’
   mother dog-(SgM)
b. kpà?áro mënî-mú (waháro meenímu) ‘mother’s pigs’
   mother pig-plAn
c. [kpà?áro-mútsì mënî-mú] hà (waháromútsì meenímu ja) ‘parents’ pigs’ house’
   mother-(DuF) pig-plAn house

Two factors complicate the basic genitive tone patterns presented above. First, stem-forming suffixes must be counted in determining the number of syllables of the head. For example, the roots in 45 are bisyllabic, but are followed by a stem-forming affix that makes the stem trisyllabic. Thus docks on the root’s initial syllable:

(45) a. nìjìtkà hà bìkìmènì (níívúwàaj tsíméne) ‘deer’s child’
   b. tì mënî-mú (támeenímu) ‘my pigs’
   c. àmmù ìjì-pbì (áánú oohíbye) ‘his dog’

Suffixes that do not form part of the stem are not counted in determining where to dock ᵃ. For example, in 46 the head is counted as bisyllabic in all three cases, despite the suffixes that follow in 46b and 46c; consequently ᵃ remains on the possessor throughout:

(46) a. tì Gà mënî (taménnî) ‘my pig’
   my pig
b. tì Gà mënî-kìpà (taménnícoba) ‘my big pig’
   my pig-aug
c. tì Gà mënî-cì-hùkì (taménniyèjuco) ‘now only my pig’
   my pig-only-focus

²¹ Each of these suffixes is a classifier and hence derivational.
Second, some roots have lexically marked tones that block the docking of \( \textcircled{G} \). For example, the first syllable of ná?pë (nahbe) ‘brother’ bears a lexically marked low tone. When it heads a genitive construction, being bisyllabic, \( \textcircled{G} \) should dock on the possessor’s final syllable. However this would violate the \( ^*\text{LLX} \) constraint (since the possessor and head are in a single phrase). The lexically marked low of ná?pë blocks the docking of \( \textcircled{G} \) and consequently the possessor’s final syllable bears high tone:

\[
(47) \quad \text{a. } \text{t} \text{h} \text{a} \text{n} \text{j} \text{á} \text{p`} \text{E} (\text{t} \text{h} \text{a} \text{n} \text{ah} \text{be}) \quad \text{‘my brother’} \\
\quad \text{b. } \text{m} \text{ú} \text{r} \text{á} \text{p`} \text{E} (\text{m} \text{ú} \text{há} \text{nah} \text{be}) \quad \text{‘our brother’} \\
\quad \text{c. } \text{k} \text{pá} \text{á} \text{r} \text{ó} \text{p`} \text{E} (\text{wáhá} \text{ró} \text{nah} \text{be}) \quad \text{‘mother’s brother’}
\]

A similar case (the mirror image) is when the second syllable of a trisyllabic head bears a lexically marked low tone, e.g. ká*rák₁a ‘chicken’ in 48:

\[
(48) \quad \text{a. } \text{t} \text{h} \text{a} \text{p`} \text{E} \text{–k} \text{h} \text{E} (\text{t} \text{h} \text{a} \text{r} \text{a} \text{c} \text{á} \text{r} \text{a} \text{c} \text{a}) \quad \text{‘my chicken’} \\
\quad \text{b. } \text{m} \text{ú} \text{r} \text{á} \text{p`} \text{E} \text{–k} \text{h} \text{E} (\text{m} \text{ú} \text{há} \text{c} \text{á} \text{r} \text{a} \text{c} \text{a}) \quad \text{‘our chicken’} \\
\quad \text{c. } \text{k} \text{pá} \text{á} \text{r} \text{ó} \text{p`} \text{E} \text{–k} \text{h} \text{E} (\text{wáhá} \text{ró} \text{c} \text{á} \text{r} \text{a} \text{c} \text{a}) \quad \text{‘mother’s chicken’}
\]

The tone derivation for 48a is as follows:

Figure 14: Tone derivation: t\text{h}\text{a} \text{k}\text{h}\text{á} \text{r}\text{á} \text{k}\text{á} \text{c}\text{a}

In 49 the possessor bears high tone where low tone is expected. (\( \textcircled{G} \) docks on the end of the possessor when the head is bisyllabic.):

\[
(49) \quad \text{t} \text{h} \text{a} \text{n} \text{j} \text{á} \text{p`} \text{E} \text{–k} \text{h} \text{E} (\text{t} \text{h} \text{a} \text{n} \text{ah} \text{be} \text{k} \text{e}) \quad \text{‘my brother (object)’} \\
\quad \text{my brother-obj\text{An}}
\]

How can we understand this? Recall that ná?pë has a lexically marked low tone. This \( \textcircled{G} \) blocks the genitive from docking on the possessor’s final syllable. Subsequently –\( \textcircled{k}\text{h} \text{E} \) ‘animate object’ delinks this \( \textcircled{G} \). This analysis depends on a cyclic application of tone modifications, one when the possessor and noun are joined in the genitive construction, the other when the case marker is added. The derivation is as follows:

Figure 15: Derivation: t\text{h}\text{a} \text{n}\text{á} \text{p`} \text{k}\text{h}\text{E} –k\text{h}\text{E}
4.3 Classifiers

Counts of Bora texts show that roughly four out of every ten words has a classifier. These are suffixes that refer to classes of beings, objects, events, etc. In Thiesen and Weber [8] we claim that classifiers head noun phrases.

The low tone of a classifier, represented below by C, is located by the following rule (with a few exceptions):

1. ...Cσ## Monosyllabic classifiers place a low tone on their host’s final syllable.

2. Bisyllabic classifiers:

   2.1 ##σCσ## After a monosyllabic host a bisyllabic classifier bears a low tone on its initial syllable.

   2.2 ...σσCσ## After a polysyllabic host a bisyllabic classifier imposes a low tone on the host’s final syllable.

3. ...σσCσ... Longer classifiers (three or more syllables) bear a low tone on their initial syllable.

A monosyllabic classifier (case 1) is illustrated in 50. In 50a and 50c, C docks on the host’s final syllable. In 50b C can not dock on the host because it’s final syllable already has a lexically marked high tone, and in 50d C is blocked by the host’s lexically marked low tone. The derivations are given in Figure 16.

(50) a. tsı:–kpá (tsı:wa) ‘other plank’
b. hı–kpá (ı:wa) ‘that plank’
c. tsı:ká–kpá (tsúc:awa) ‘old plank’
d. tsı:mı:–kpá (tı:me:wa) ‘some kind of plank’

A bisyllabic classifier (case 2) is illustrated in 51. In 51a and 51b, C is on the classifier’s initial syllable as expected (case 2a). In 51c C docks on the host’s final syllable as expected (case 2b). In 51d C is blocked by the host’s lexically marked low tone and is thus not docked.

(51) a. tsı:–ı:ami (tı:ha:ami) ‘other leaf’
b. hı–ı:ami (ı:ha:ami) ‘that leaf’
d. tsı:mı:–ı:ami (tı:me:ha:ami) ‘some kind of leaf’

A polysyllabic classifier (case 3) is illustrated in 52:
(52) a. tsʰiː-ːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːː部副
b. tiːːːːːːːːːːː部副

c. tsʰtʰːːːːːːːːːː部副

d. tsʰtʰːːːːːː部副

With a few exceptions, classifiers do not delink conflicting low tones but they do block the docking of a tone that would conflict. Thus, when a noun bears more than one classifier, generally the low imposed by the first classifier is realized, but not necessarily that of the second. For example, in 53 the $C$ of –PE ⟨tree⟩ docks on the host’s final syllable and blocks the $C$ of –ṣaːmː.

(53) tsʰajːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːːː部副

Classifier-terminated phrases are remarkably like genitive constructions:

1. In Thiesen and Weber [8] we argue that classifiers head their phrases. On this view they are structurally parallel to the genitive construction; both are instances of [NP NP modifier N head].
2. In both cases the modifier and head form a single tonal phrase within which the *LLX constraint may not be violated.
3. Both have a floating low tone at the boundary between the modifier and head.
4. With the single exception of case 2.1 (page 17), the rule for WHERE to dock the floating low tone is the same: on the modifier’s final syllable if the head is one or two syllables; on the head’s initial syllable if it is longer.

5 Areas for further study

Many several issues beg for further study:

1. Some nouns have a lexically marked high tone on their initial syllable; see footnote 13 for examples. We understand little about the tonal behavior of such words nor, for that matter, about lexically marked high tones generally.
2. Some words (roots) simply demonstrate exceptional tonal behavior (at least relative to our analysis). For example, consider the words in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>my</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>his/her</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>HL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother</td>
<td>/tsʰiːːːːːːːːːːːːːːː部副</td>
<td>tʰːːːːːːːːːːːːːː部副</td>
<td>tʰːːːːːː部副</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wife</td>
<td>/tʰːːːː部副</td>
<td>tʰːːː部副</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father-in-law</td>
<td>/paːːːːː部副</td>
<td>aː</td>
<td>tʰːː部副</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father</td>
<td>/kʰːːːːː部副</td>
<td>tʰːː部副</td>
<td>tʰːː部副</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>husband</td>
<td>/tʰːːː部副</td>
<td>aː</td>
<td>tʰːː部副</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many such words are kinship terms, e.g., kpʰ ‘man’ tʰːːːːːːːː部副 ‘male child/parent’ kpʰ ‘woman’ kpʰ ‘female child/parent’. This is perhaps not too surprising since kinship terms are frequent.
Consider the first two rows (‘mother’ and ‘wife’). The second column is as expected, but in the first the possessor should have low rather than high tone; compare 39.

Consider the last three rows (‘father-in-law’, ‘father’ and ‘husband’). The first column has the same unexpected high tone on the possessor as in the first two rows. In the second column the final syllable of the possessor should have low rather than high tone; compare 40.

Moreover, there is abundant evidence that ‘father’ bears a lexically marked high tone on its first syllable: \( k^{\text{3h}} \).ni. However, in the second column it bears a low tone on its initial syllable.

3. In an appendix in Thiesen and Weber [8] we list most of the suffixes with an explicit representation of their tonal properties. However, these are working hypotheses; we do not yet fully understand the tonal properties of some suffixes.

For example, when \(-\text{tut}\) follows a monosyllabic classifier, it does not ordinarily delink the low tone imposed by that classifier on the preceding syllable; see 54a. However, if the preceding (monosyllabic) classifier’s \( \text{t} \) is not docked (blocked by a preceding \( \text{t} \)), quite unexpectedly the \( \text{t} \) of \(-\text{tut}\) does not dock; see see 54b:

\[(54)\]

a. \( \text{tumc}\text{t}e\text{t}-\text{kp}=\text{tut} \) (\( \text{üméhewádu} \) ‘like a plank-like thing’.

   tree-(plank)-like

b. \( \text{kp}=\text{k}=\text{t}-\text{tut} \) (\( \text{wajcóhédu} \) ‘like a flowering tree’

   flower-(tree)-like

It is as though the classifier’s \( \text{t} \) is both present (to block the \( \text{t} \) of \(-\text{tut}\)) and absent. We do not know why.

4. Several rules (FDLT, PLTS and FLTS) are conditioned to apply only “phrase final,” but we have not adequately defined what this means. Different rules will require different broader or narrower notions of “final”; e.g., FDLT applies more generally (perhaps word-finally) than PLTS and FLTS.

Perhaps more seriously, we have made only feable attempts to relate “tonal phrase” to syntactic structure; one would expect a tight relationship.

5. PLTS and the *LLX constraint both work to avoid three moras of low tone, but our analysis does not capture this commonality.

6. We note the following similarity:

   - The low tone that makes a verb stem nonfinite (section 3.5) or imperative (section 3.6) docks on the earliest of the last three syllables, counting from its end: \( \ldots \sigma(\sigma(\sigma))\).

   - The low “boundary” tone of the genitive construction (section 4.2) and that of classifiers (section 4.3) reaches the final syllable of the modifier only if it is among the last three syllables, counting from the end of the head: \([\text{modifier}\ldots \sigma]\#\text{noun stem}\sigma(\sigma)]

Nothing about our analysis captures this observation.

7. Consider 55:

\[(55)\]

\( \text{diñahbé táábake} \)

\( \text{t} \text{f \text{ná}\text{p}e} \text{t}=\text{p}=\text{k}=\text{t} \) ‘your brother’s wife (object)’

\( \text{your brother wife-obj} \text{An} \)

Why does the first syllable of \( \text{ná}\text{p}e \) ‘brother’—which has a lexically marked low tone—end up high? We have only some speculative comments to offer.

First, if \( \text{t} \) docks on the modifier’s final syllable (as in Figure 17a), the modifier’s penult (when present) must bear high tone to avoid violating the *LLX constraint. Surprisingly, it seems that this
pattern is carried through to cases in which \( \circ \) docks on the head (as in Figure 17b), and even when \( \circ \) does not dock anywhere (as in Figure 17c):

Figure 17: The possessor’s penult high extension (PPHE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODIFIER</th>
<th>HEAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. (((\ldots\sigma)^H_G\sigma\cdot\sigma(\sigma)^#)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. (((\ldots\sigma)^H_H\sigma\cdot\sigma(\sigma(\ldots)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. (((\ldots\sigma)^H_H\sigma\cdot\sigma(\sigma(\ldots)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will refer to this pattern as the PPHE. Note that it is not motivated by any factor discussed in the text of this paper.

Second, we suggest the following (somewhat teleological) motivation for the PPHE. Suppose that the process of assigning tone in the genitive construction proceeds from left to right with only three syllable lookahead. At the point it assigns tone to the modifier’s penult it can only “see” the next three syllables, i.e., the modifier’s final syllable and the head’s first two. Thus it cannot know whether \( G \) will dock on the next syllable—in which case it would have to assign high tone—or on the head’s initial syllable. The only possibility that will always avoid violating the \( \ast LLX \) constraint is to assign high tone to the modifier’s penult.

Third, we assume that the structure for 55 is as follows:

On the first cycle the lexically marked low of \( \text{nà’pe ‘brother’} \) is present and blocks the docking of the preceding \( \circ \). On the second cycle it is present and blocks the docking of the following \( \circ \). However, \( \text{nà’pe} \) terminates the possessor (on the second cycle) so, by the PPHE as a rule, its penultimate syllable must bear high tone. The derivation (which uses PPHE as a rule that overwrites the lexically marked low tone with high tone) follows:
8. Bora’s tone system seems too complex. A reader commented, “You can’t be right. It is too complicated. How would children learn it?”

We agree that our description—and the analysis implicit in it—are too complicated. Of course, the complexity of the facts themselves cannot be reduced. (Indeed, further study will undoubtedly bring to light more complexities.) The challenge, therefore, is to find analyses that reduce the complexity.

9. Bora—it seems—has no stress system aside from the system of tone: there do not seem to be stressed versus unstressed syllables, only high versus low tone syllables. In basic design, the Bora tone system is not unlike the accentual system of Lithuanian described by Kenstowicz [2, pp. 584ff]. We do not discount the possibility that Bora’s tone system is a stress system implemented on tone. Kenstowicz [2] says that Milner proposes such an analysis for Winnebago; Kenstowicz writes (p. 595) “The accent is interpreted as high tone” and (p. 596) “The accent in Winnebago is apparently realized tonally (Milner 1979)”. (Consult Kenstowicz [2] for references.)

10. Bora drum communication raises various intriguing questions: Given that there is relatively little lexical tone, why is it possible at all? What is the range of messages that can be communicated? To what extent does it depend on conventional frames?

11. Across Bora clans there are small dialect differences, most prominently, with regard to palatalization. There are differences in tone. This merits further study.

Miraná is a language very closely related to Bora. Seifart [4] shows that its tone system is virtually identical to that described here for Bora. (Seifart’s analysis is based on an earlier version of this paper; see [4, p. 33, footnote 16].) It remains to determine the exact differences and their significance.

A language spoken to the north in Colombia, Muinane, is closely related to Bora. According to Mike Maxwell (personal communication) it has a pitch-accent system: very roughly, words begin with some number of high tone syllables and are thereafter followed by low tone syllables. Perhaps this is the result of the collapse of a system like that of Bora.

Tone has not been sufficiently studied in other members of the Witotoan family such as Witoto and Ocaina.

Aschmann [1] has done an admirable job of reconstructing the segmental phonology of Witotoan. However, reconstructing the system of tone is an outstanding challenge.

A Abbreviations and conventions

The examples normally present four types of information: (1) the Bora in a phonetic/phonemic form, using the International Phonetic Alphabet; (2) the Bora in the practical orthography, set in a sans serif font; (3) a
Tones are normally represented by an acute or grave accent mark (for high and low tones, respectively). However, tones are sometimes represented by small letters written over the vowel to make explicit the reason for that tone.

+ blocking (in derivations)
$ delinking (in derivations)
( ) surrounds the gloss of a classifier
(o) ‘thing’ or ‘event’
( ) a placeholder corresponding to the tone of a syllable; for example, –( )sfx indicates that the suffix sfx imposes a low tone on its host’s penult.

AnPl animate plural
aug augment
\( \ddot{v} \) low tone of a classifier
DHT default high tone
DuF animate dual feminine
DuM animate dual masculine
emph emphatic
FDLT final default low tone
FLTS final low tone split
\( \dddot{v} \) low genitive tone
\( \dddot{v} \) the floating low tone at the juncture between the modifier (possessor) and head (possessed) of a genitive construction

ifier (possessor) and head (possessed) of a genitive construction
H high tone
\( \dddot{v} \) lexically marked high tone
\( \dddot{v} \) low imperative tone
InPl inanimate plural
LLX constraint against a nonfinal low tone sequence
L low tone
\( \ddot{v} \) lexically marked low tone
\( \dddot{v} \) imposed low tone; for example, –( )sfx indicates that the suffix sfx imposes a low tone on its host’s final syllable, while –( )sfx indicates that it imposes a low tone on its host’s penult.

max maximum, finalized
( ) the negative verb-terminating classifier (used when there is a preverbal subject)

\( \dddot{v} \) nonfinite low tone
neg negative
objAn accusative case marker for animate objects
pl plural
plAn plural for animates
plIn plural for inanimates
PLTS penultimate low tone split
PPHE the possessor’s penult high extension
\( \ddot{v} \) high initial tone of a subordinate verb
SAP speech act participant, first person plural inclusive
sg singular
SgF animate singular feminine
SgM animate singular masculine
sIn singular action, intransitive
T tone
( ) the verb-terminating classifier (used when there is a preverbal subject)
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